grams in the biomedical sciences-programs that transcended the traditional barriers between departments and schools and that are now widely emulated. Max succeeded Vagelos as Director of the Division of Biological and Biomedical Sciences.
It was while he was Vice President of the Salk Institute between 1980 and 1986 that Max's national and international reputation grew. Honors came his way, and he became increasingly involved in the promotion and management of scientific research and with the federal and private agencies that funded it. A skill for reviewing and report-writing with a ready and lucid pen-and a voice that could always be relied upon to give an articulate and considered judgment-ensured that he was much in demand. Max had the remarkable ability to rapidly build up a strong knowledge base about fields other than his own, and this served him well in building a reputation among non-neuroscientists and administrators alike. It was these attributes that made him a natural choice for the position of Chief Scientific Officer of the Howard Hughes Institute for Medical Research in 1987, after its leadership had changed and when it was set to embark upon a much-expanded program of support for biomedical research. I think that a brief intervening period as Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor of Washington University must have been remarkably dull for a man of Max's interests and abilities.
The Hughes Institute had traditionally supported the fields of molecular biology and genetics, but Max took on the task of expansion into additional areas of scientific research. He was in his element choosing new areas worthy of funding and identifying new investigators of great promise, and the man and the mission became virtually synonymous. With an ever watchful eye towards advances in technology and new intellectual approaches, a keen sense for talent in all fields, he guided the Hughes Institute into supporting programs in cell biology, immunology, structural biology, epidemiology, biostatistics and neuroscience. Later in life, he recognized that cognitive neuroscience had taken on new life, mainly as the result of improvements in functional brainimaging techniques, and he directed resources towards investigators studying brain function at this level-a move into systems biology that would hitherto not have been thought of as an abiding interest of the Hughes Institute.
He also introduced some degree of accountability among Hughes Investigators whose appointments had not been made by transparent means, and who enjoyed enormous sinecure. Max helped introduce the forms of scientific accountability practiced in academic institutions, democratized the Institute by giving Investigators' representatives a voice in its affairs and gave universities the right to nominate scientists for Investigatorships. He also insisted that Hughes Investigators compete for fading from the National Institutes of Health-placing them in the same competitive situation as other scientists-and did not shrink from closing down labs that had become non-productive.
Few people in biology have ever commanded such enormous resources as Max Cowan. In 2001, the Hughes Institute disbursed some $515 million in funds for medical research alone. He used the funding wisely and well to enhance the mission of the Hughes Institute and to advance medical research in ways that could not have been envisaged when he was a neuroanatomist at Oxford.
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